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DATA CHURN: HEALTHCARE’S 
NEVER-ENDING PURSUIT FOR 
QUALITY DATA
Why is data quality such a challenge? For one, through Prodigo’s industry 
leading Marketplace procurement platform, on average health systems are 
purchasing more than 35,000 unique items in a typical year from more than 
2,000 different vendors. Secondly, each contract item under management 
typically has three or more prices associated due to multiple purchased units 
of measure and multiple contract sources [local/GPO prices with primary/ 
secondary suppliers]. And finally, negotiated incentives and benefits are tied 
to the management of multiple contract price tiers and commitment 
thresholds. As a result, there are hundreds of thousands of items, prices, and 
supplier contracts where data needs to be updated more than once per year. 

Master Data Management [MDM] is an acknowledged pain point for most 
health systems. Historically, two approaches have emerged within supply 
chain on how best to manage the volume of Item Master items, their 
attributes, and prices.

1. Minimize. Limit the number of items in the Item Master which then limits
ability for requisitioning staff to search, find, and order approved and
contracted products with accurate pricing; or,

2. Maximize. Add more items to the ERP Item Master, even those Physician
Preference Items [PPI] used every three years, which increases the cycles
and effort [resources] to manage all required metadata and pricing.
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ITEM MASTER MAINTENANCE
These strategies have either resulted in very large item files [the 
industry averages 147,000 items in the ERP system] where more 
than 70% are not purchased within a one-year period or require 
more effort from resources to manually create requests and 

introduce data variation. In addition to the overhead cost for content teams 
to maintain growing demand for items and attributes, expanded Item Master 
files have not resolved the level of dissatisfaction within the requester 
community for ease of access to accurate and complete data and 
images as well as a modern ecommerce ordering experience.

Neither of these strategies has proven to be effective for MDM. Whether it is 
the data maintenance burden of managing many items that will never be 
ordered; or, it is the manual processes required to execute special request 
orders for non-item file items, both approaches consume scarce resources. 
First, for frontline clinicians needing to ensure product availability for the 
delivery of care, they are forced to spend time, as much as 25% of their time, 
on nonvalue-add activities such as searching for items and placing manual 
orders. Within Accounts Payable, where data inaccuracies lead to 
downstream invoice match exceptions and manual re-work, it is estimated 
that every invoice requiring re-processing costs a health system between 
$15-$25 in additional resource effort. And finally, for leadership, where 
delayed or inaccurate data impacts analytics and reporting used for 
strategic and operational decision support.

With both strategies, there is too much data and current processes are 
manual and inefficient.

The realities of master data, within the clinical context of healthcare, are:

1. Large universe of available product. A vast number of items can 
potentially be purchased within the clinical enterprise and although 
some items are ordered infrequently, they still need to be present and 
maintained. Gaps in control over items approved for use within item 
formularies for PPI introduce risk due to clinical variation in the patient 
care event and stale item data leads to inaccurate case costing and 
revenue capture.
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2. Numerous item level attributes. Item level attributes drive very specific 
downstream processes for item identification, documentation, charge 
capture and revenue reimbursement. Gaps in item data lead to 
patient/item traceability errors, inaccurate cost reporting and lost 
revenues. 

3. Varied pricing. There are a lot of prices in healthcare – on average 3.5 
prices per item across both distributor and direct purchasing channels. 
These prices change frequently due to new technology, escalating 
manufacturing costs and contract commitment levels. Gaps in price 
compliance lead to manual processes in AP, delayed payments to 
vendors and lost profitability.

Why can’t the ERP Item Master overcome these challenges?

● ERP systems are not healthcare specific; adapted 
from non-healthcare industries, they do not 
address healthcare specific MDM challenges 
such as formulary control, item attribution, 
and price management.

● The ERP Item Master is a limited 
sub-set of the total available supplies
or services item portfolio from GPO 
and/or Local Contracts.

● ERPs possess limited MDM process 
automation, so items require regular,
manual updates/maintenance.

● Item additions require a manual 
process for sourcing item attributes and 
correct pricing.

● Data requirements are fluid and influenced 
by down-stream solutions [Point-of-Use, Inventory 
Management, Finance and Clinical workstreams such 
as patient billing/Charge Master and pedigree] requiring evolving 
attributes that extend beyond basic procurement use cases to address 
new regulatory measures.
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Doesn’t my GPO solve these problems?

● GPOs are continuously updating and improving 
their contract portfolio [manufacturer, vendor, 
source and price] which impacts data that 
needs to flow into the Item Master

● Health systems individually negotiate local, 
preferred contracts with similar manufacturers 
and vendors to capitalize on regional opportunities, 
volume and commitment thresholds

● Distribution and Inventory strategies mean that the same 
clinical item can be sourced from several approved contracts with varying 
pricing and/or volume/market related discounts

● Purchasing decisions must factor in numerous conditions and incentives in 
order to determine the “right” price

WHERE CAN WE FIND A SOLUTION?
Within the promises of the data driven digital supply chain we 
find answers to many of the questions surrounding data quality. 
A comprehensive strategy for MDM leverages the power of a 
cloud-hosted, Virtual Item Master to provide a hands-free way to 

manage significantly more items [those on any GPO/Local Contracts] and to 
keep them accurate across the chain of custody – from item addition to item 
expiration. This is done through managed workflows that are automated from 
the source of truth and through data synchronization across the supply chain 
ecosystem. A robust MDM platform can accommodate multiple price tiers 
while also providing enhanced attributes commonly required in the clinical 
use cases [GTINs, HCPCS, descriptions] and supply chain purchasing process 
[UOM, UNSPSC, price]. In addition, your MDM platform must seamlessly 
connect data, validate data, manage data, and share data with 
downstream systems and workstreams – financial, operational, and clinical.

Although we may not be able to control the amount of data or the churn of 
data in healthcare, we can implement tools that address the challenges with 
data availability and maintenance. Those tools need to be integrated with 
the ERP Item Master with data readily accessible to both supply chain 
operations and clinical workstreams. 
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Once we work together to solve our data challenges, 
all supply chain partners will realize the full promise 
of the digital supply chain – improved connectivity, 
control, and compliance. In our healthcare context, 
quality data is foundational to our Cost, Quality and 
Outcomes [CQO] initiatives. As the recent pandemic has 
illuminated, and as supply chain leaders, we play a strategic 
role in the delivery of patient care so it’s incumbent on all of us to drive the 
changes needed in the way we source and manage the data 
that drives our operations.

ABOUT PRODIGO SOLUTIONS
Prodigo Solutions is a healthcare technology company that improves 
provider’s financial control and reduces supply chain cost. Prodigo Solutions’ 
savings technology has been developed by healthcare supply chain experts 
to deliver tangible results across a continuum of care. Customers who use our 
systems purchase more than $17 billion annually for the more than 600 
hospitals they operate.
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